INFO MEETING
on Joint
MASTER IN QUANTUM SCIENCE

NBI, DIKU and MATH offer a joint Master in Quantum Science (QMSc) as a pilot project starting in the Fall term of 2019. The program allows Danish and international students with a Bachelor Degree in Mathematics, Physics or Computer Science to select courses and compose their own study program in the intersection of Mathematics, Physics and Computer Science.

Time and Place:

Monday May 6, 2019 at HCØ in AUD 8 from 15:15-17:00 pm

Program:

- Welcome/Jan Philip Solovej (QMATH)
- Why a Master in Quantum Science?/Johannes Borregaard (QMATH)
- A general introduction to the program and course packages for MATH students/Jan Philip Solovej (QMATH)
- Course packages for Physics students/ Kim Splittorff (NBI)
- Course packages for Computer Science students/ Zhou Yongluan (DIKU)
- Questions